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Address J. Schmalz GmbH 
Johannes-Schmalz-Straße 1 
72293 Glatten

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Lifting device VacuMaster Window 
Sensitive glass panes and windows are securely handled by the VacuMaster Window. Workpieces can be turned by 90° to the left or right. Ergonomic
operation and low weight permit fatigue-free working.

Lifting device VacuMaster Glass 
The vacuum lifting device VacuMaster Glass is ideal for a safe and ergonomic handling of glass workpieces outdoors. VacuMaster Glass is attached to
the site crane and effortlessly lifts loads up to 600 kg. The workpieces are held by up to eight suction plates. Only vacuum is used to hold the
workpiece in place.

Vacuum tube lifter JumboErgo 
The vacuum tube lifter Jumbo Ergo is ideal for save and damage-free handling of solar panels and other PV components. The JumboErgo tube lifter
allows for transport of heavy collectors operated by a single person..

Schmalz Wafer Gripper SWG 
Schmalz wafer gripper for extremely fast and gentle handling of silicon wafers and solar cells with superior process stability. 

Schmalz Suction Plates SGF   
The SGF suction plates from Schmalz provide for the best hold on smooth surfaces and reliable and careful handling of flat workpieces, such as glass
or plastic sheets, solar modules and collectors.

Thin Glass Grippers STGG 
Special gripper for the extremly fast and gentle handling of thinnest glass and sensitive workpieces in fully or semi-automated production of displays,
e.g. TFT screens, smartphones or tablets.

Wafer Grippers SWGm 
Wafer gripper for extremly fast and gentle handling of wafers and solar cells in the production processes.
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